By analysing a series of exhibition projects as responding to central changes in web 5 technology since its public availability (1991), this study identifies a historical trajectory for 6 discussing the evolution of curating on the web. Such evolution highlights how curators have 7 devised exhibition models that operate as platforms for not only displaying art specific to the web, 8
Starting from a personal desire to explore the specificities of curatorial work on the web, in 28
2009 I launched a web-based curatorial platform for producing, displaying and distributing art that 29 I commissioned for thematic group exhibitions, XXX [anonymised] (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) . Benefiting from the 30 networked environment I was working in, curatorially, I used the platform to overcome the divide 31
between "the container and the contained" (Greenberg 1996) when devising exhibition projects, and 32 develop shows that could function as "contexts within existing contexts that are interconnected." 33 (Lind and Gillick 2005) Through the commission of site-specific artworks, I began to expand my 34 understanding of curating site-specifically for the web, and I started to see new possibilities in 35 curating exhibitions across online and offline sites of display. This is because I saw the challenge of 36 responding to different interfaces as a way to develop new modes of engagement with web-based 37 art. Therefore, I began to curate exhibition projects that explored the relationship between the web 38 interface and offline interfaces, such as the gallery, the radio broadcast, the book and the printed 39 page. Through these projects I experienced, fist-hand, the impact that digital technology was having 40 not only on curatorial work of commission, selection and contextualisation, but also on the 41 production of digital art, the development of critical discourses about the evolution of digital 42 technology, and the way viewers experienced and understood web-native content. This shaped my 43 status. Because of the partial mapping of this field, my research was also based on interviews with 87 some of the curators of the case studies discussed below, such as Amber van den Eeden (2014), 88
Robert Sakrowski (2013), Reinhard Storz (2014) and Young-Hae Chang Heavy Industry (2019) to 89 understand their curatorial intent and work. 90
Amongst a database of almost 200 web-based exhibitions and projects that I have collected 91 over the years, the choice of case studies that are examined in this study has been determined by 92
three key factors; one technical, one historical and one contextual. Technically, my selection reflects 93 the distinction I make between curating online and curating on the web. In this I built upon Deitz's 94 distinction between conceiving "exhibitions designed to be online" (1998) and those that operate a 95 "re-formatting" of material presented in the gallery context with the intent to either provide more 96 information or "augment" the viewers' experience. Curating on the web is to me a subset of 97 curating online, in that I understand the former as a site-specific approach to curating web-based 98 exhibitions that enables new ways of producing and displaying digital art. While curating on the 99 web as at its core responding to the characteristics of the web medium, its tools and interfaces, 100
curating online is related to the practice that derives from displaying museum and gallery 101 collections online-from the experimental approach of the Smithsonian's Revealing Things (1998) 102 project, to the straight documentation of museum displays of the Google Arts & Culture project 103 (2011-)-and now includes displays of visual material that was not originally intended for online 104 consumption. Historically, I selected the case studies according to the way they responded, site-105 specifically, to the changes that web technology has brought about in publishing and distributing 106 since the public availability of the web and its rapid commercialisation. Therefore, after briefly 107
introducing early internet platforms based on Bulletin Board System technology 4 , such as ARTEX 108 (1980) , I discuss curatorial projects that encapsulated the 1990s experimentations with the web 109 browser, such as äda'web (1995) . I then move onto curatorial projects that responded to the 110 platformization of the web that occurred with the Web 2.0, proposing examples that highlight the 111 rising curators' interest in experimenting with ready-to-use services, such as CuratingYouTube 112 (2007-) and #exstrange (2017) , while also showing the ongoing interest in curating contexts for 113 displaying art on bespoke platforms. I close this periodicisation with an outline of the trends arising 114 from today's curatorial uses of the web, which sees the birth of projects like the blockchain-enabled 115 cointemporary (2014) and a tendency to create platforms with different functionalities. Contextually, 116 I focused on projects-often devised by independent curators-that developed from within the 117 contemporary art system because the aim of this study is also to stress the way in which they have 118
given life to new exhibition models and display mechanisms. My interest in fact lies in 119 understanding how curators operating in the online environment have generated distributed 120 systems of artistic production that, by responding to the changes in web technology, nurture the 121 creation of site-specific digital art, different modes of audience engagement and a critique of the 122 canons of the institutionalised art world. 123
Although this study operates as a historical account that is based on categorising and 124 comparing other curators' projects, my understanding of the field of curating on the web originates 125 from a practice-based approach to exploring this field, in that I see my curatorial work (XXX) 126
[anonymised] interwoven with my research-in a process of "thinking through practice." 127 (Duxbury, Grierson and Waite 2008) 128
The domain and characteristics of curating on the web 129
Since the public availability of the web (1991) and particularly with its wide adoption in the 130 2000s, curators have increasingly used it as an exhibition tool, triggering an evolution of curatorial 131 approaches to commissioning, displaying and distributing art. Such history, however, is 132 fragmented. After the fertile discussions by artists and media critics about online production and 133 internet culture (net criticism) from the mid 1990s to the early 2000s, a critical hiatus occurred till 134 almost the end of the 2000s, at which point the discourses started to focus on web-based art 135
(intended more as screen-based art and as a subset of media art) and only a handful of critics 136 discussed curatorial production in the online environment 5 . This, paired with the fact that the only 137 few existing archival initiatives, such as Rhizome ArtBase and net.artdatabase, have predominantly 138 focused on preserving net.art 6 and web-based artworks rather than curatorial projects (Ghidini 139 2019), generated a vacuum in critical discourses about curating web-based exhibitions. Moreover, if 140
with the massification of the technology curating on the web regained critical interest even in non-141 specialist publications, discussions have often centred around its entrepreneurial qualities, stressing 142
only the curators' ability to "create and access their own (largely peer-led) audience" (Allen 2013) 143 and to bypass the hierarchies of the institutionalised art world. Such mainstream perspective, 144 paired with the many discussions about the popularisation of curation in magazines, newspapers 145
and blogs-such as "in the age of social media, everyone is a curator (or at least they think they 146 are)" (South by Southwest, 2014) 7 -has limited the possibility to look at this field of work with a 147 renewed eye from within the field of curatorial studies. These widespread statements, in fact, have 148 often only referred to the activity of curatorial selection and arrangement, disregarding the work of 149 mediation of curators, and have missed to analyse it in relation to the history of its own technology, 150
and how this has had an impact on the production and circulation of digital art, and also culture at 151 large. 152
By embedding the analysis of curating on the web in the context of technological 153 developments and their impact on production, distribution and communication, this study 154 identifies a historical trajectory for discussing key curatorial models and exhibition formats. The 155 aim is to highlight how, with the massification of the web, exhibitions developed from being spaces 156 for displaying web-specific art to platforms that nurtured its production and different modes of 157 audience engagement-often offering a critique of the very-same technology adopted by their 158 5 Net criticism originated from the discussions about internet culture and online art that took place on mailing lists such as Nettime, Rhizome and Eyebeam by net.art artists, critics, technologists and producers from the 1990s (see Footnote 5).
These discussions were characterised by the cacophony of voices of their participants, who came from different disciplines, had international perspectives, and discussed in a manner (because of the online medium) that was less rigid than that of art magazines, books and academic publications. Net art criticism started to "fade away" (Bosma 2011, p.28) with the proclaimed "death" of net.art. And because, it did not enter comprehensively either new media art discourses or contemporary art ones, it was slowly replaced by discourses that often emphasised the visual aspects of art produced online rather or new media theory. Some of the critics who actively wrote about artistic production online during such hiatus are Julian Stallabrass (2003), Rachele Greene (2004), and the already mentioned Cook and Graham, Cox and Krysa, Paul and Lichty, with reference to curatorial practice. 6 The term Net.art indicates a group of international artists, predominantly located in Europe, who met through the mailing list Nettime in the mid 1990s. They discussed, shared ideas and works that were based on their exploration of the possibilities of the internet and web technology as a "new communication space." (Bosma 2011, p.130) One of the characteristics of this exploration was the group's interest to "fostering new independent art organizations and approaches to evade traditional structures." (2011, p.120) The term net.art was coined by Pit Schulz in 1995, and now indicates a period of artistic production that goes from 1995 to about 2002. Amongst these artists are: Heath Bunting, Alexei Shulgin, Olia Lialina and JODI.
7 Seemingly the competition Curate Award co-organised by Fondazione Prada and Qutar Museum in 2014 emphasised the figure of the non-professional curator, opening the call with the following statement: "the competition recognises that we are all curators." curators. In the manner of a genealogy, such trajectory also highlights how this type of curatorial 159 work reflects the socio-cultural and economic impact of web-based tools and services, and has 160 facilitated the production of digital art which is not concerned with web technology itself-as a 161 medium-but more with the context of its production. 8 As it will emerge from the analysis of the 162 exhibition projects discussed in the next section, this is evident in the way curators have developed 163 different modes of using web tools and platforms for displaying digital art. For example, with the 164 increase in the number of web services at the curators' disposal, the exhibition evolved from being a 165 container that validated web-native art by displaying it (the nineties counterculture), to a platform 166 that nurtured different ways of producing art that responded to the modes of creation, publishing 167 and distribution enabled by web technology (the Web 2.0)-often proposing alternatives to the 168 canons of the institutionalised art world. At the same time, this study argues that curating on the 169
web is "context-sensitive" (Lind 2013) in the same manner in which digital artworks are "context 170 dependent" (Paul 2006) , and therefore it is connected to historical practices that have "turned 171 communication media into their art media" (Chandler and Neumark 2005) and moved away from 172 medium-and site-specific discourses; a fact that opens up the curatorial field to perspectives 173 pertaining media studies and digital culture. 174
In terms of its characteristics, curating on the web involves re-calibrating the tasks of selecting, 175
organising, exhibiting and archiving, as well as of mediating between an artwork and an audience, 176
as they typically occur when curating offline. If Christine Paul (2006) defined this as a 177
"reconfiguration" of the curatorial role in that curators have to "adapt to the demands of the art," 178 this study looks at how curatorial work has changed according to curators' own understanding of 179 the technology adopted for their projects. Differently from curating a gallery exhibition, for 180 example, curating a web-based exhibition requires the creation of an operational framework and 181 structure-the website-to which the work of curators and artistic production have to conform. 182 (Ghidini 2015) And because the web is a tool that simultaneously functions as medium of 183 production, display and distribution at once, 9 this operational framework often acts as a platform 184 with many functionalities that asks curators to respond to the "interactive," "modular," "variable," 185 (Paul 2006) and distributive properties of the medium. This study also shows how curators who 186 operated in the online environment started to respond to the "participatory condition"of the Web 187 2.0 by creating projects that addressed the increasing "simultaneous superposition of real and 188 virtual space," (Miranda 2013) in a manner that liberated the exhibition from the conventions of the 189 gallery and the museum space. In fact, curating on the web requires to reflect on the ecology of the 190 adopted technology; that is, to understand websites not as "static and self-contained objects, but 191 rather, as ecosystems that are inhabited and shaped by third parties through various interactions 192 between the object (the website) and its larger context (the web)."(Hendon 2015) In this sense, to 193 discuss curating on the web today, Goriunova's perspective (2012) of looking at the web platform as
194
"an open-ended and grass-roots process rather than a set of objects" and as a space that "focuses on 195 a certain kind of cultural practice" is a useful method of observation. Comparing this field of work 196
to curating in the gallery, or stressing the "notorious inattentiveness" 10 (Stallabrass 2003) of the 197 8 Artist and critic James Bridle (2014) has argued that "'the digital' is not a medium, but a context, in which new social, political and artistic forms arise;" stressing that, however, art "institutions are still trying to work out its relevance, and how to display and communicate it -a marker, perhaps, that it is indeed a form of art."
9
Josephine Berry (2001, p.9) was one of the first researchers to define the web as a medium that combines together "production, publication, distribution, promotion, dialogue, consumption and critique."
10 If Julian Stallabrass' analysis of viewership and engagement online is useful for this study because it proposed a method that included a reflection on the socio-technical status of the web and web tools, his examination only pertained the production of net.art and predominately focused on comparing artistic work online to the system of production enabled by the gallery and the museum.
online viewer compared to the gallery audience, is not useful on its own. This is because it is a 198 comparison that does not include a comprehensive analysis of the contextual space in which 199 curators operate online. Instead, it requires to embrace an analysis of the conditions of its context, 200
understood as an ecology. Not only does this concern the fact that curators operate in a "contextual 201 network" where "everyone is engaged in a continuous process of creating context and re-202
contextualising" (Paul 2009) or that they "produce the context of an artwork" (Cook 2004), but it 203 also concerns the fact that they operate in a manner that responds to the logic of a platform, its uses, 204 and its place in the history of the rapid massification of the web and its services. 205
As it will emerge from the historical trajectory outlined below, curating on the web proposes 206 modes of work and exhibitions models where, on the one side, the role of the curator is different-a 207
"platform builder, filter, interpreter, context and service provider" and "a node networked with 208
others" 11 (Cook and Graham 2010)-and, on the other side, where the exhibition becomes a 209 platform to reflect on the socio-cultural and economic changes brought about by the software 210 industry and its services. 211
The genealogy of curating on web and its technological context 212
The way web technology has evolved since 1991 and has been adopted by its users runs in 213 parallel to the way curators have developed different approaches to curating exhibitions on the 214 web. The periodicisation proposed in this section follows that of the commercialisation of the 215 technology to highlight how the massification of web-enabled publishing and distribution services 216
has changed not only the way web-based art is exhibited and contextualised, but also the way it is 217 produced by artists, experienced by an audience and exists in relation to the institutionalised 218 system of contemporary art. After the early explorations of the internet network as a node for 219 communication and sharing by artists interested in internet culture (see 3.1), the nineties 220 counterculture saw the growth of artistic and curatorial experiments with the web browser (see 3.2). 221
Although the technology still required specific expertise, the development of platforms that 222 nurtured and displayed web-based art, such as äda'web, allowed artists who did not possess 223 technical skills to explore the web as a new medium of artistic production. Because these platforms 224 started to become more 'browsable' thanks to the simplification of their interfaces, which became 225 more visual, the audience of art in the online environment expanded beyond specialised and tech-226 savvy groups. With the platformization of the web of the first decade of the 2000s (see 3.3), the gap 227 between the technology and their users increasingly diminished-ready-to-use publishing services, 228 broadcasting channels and social media entered the daily lives of many. This scenario generated a 229 major shift in the production, display and engagement with art in the online environment, which 230 was increasingly characterised by an entanglement between consumption and production, as well 231
as culture and entertainment. Curatorial and artistic endeavours aimed at exploring the new modes 232 of communication and publishing enabled by the technology flourished, as in the instance of Surf 233
Clubs and CuratingYouTube. Their audience became anyone who could accessed a computer or 234 smart device with an internet connection. This aided the development of platforms with multiple 235
functionalities where the curator, as a mediator, set up spaces not only for the display of web-236 specific art but for devising new modes of audience engagement, and a critique of the canons of 237 traditional art discourses and the very-same technology adopted for their projects. The website 238 started to be increasingly understood as a space existing through various interactions with its larger 239 context (Hendon 2015), which was online as much as offline. With today's "network of networks" 240 made of apps and their services, to use Trebor Scholz's definition (Micah 2016), this understanding 241 is more evident. And curators have been responding to the fact that the web is even closer to the 242 embodied space by becoming enablers of projects that offer a critique of (and also an alternative to) 243 11 Many are the critics who have coined metaphors of curatorial work online, such as, the "filter feeder" of Anne-Marie Schleiner (2003) who distils and edits the array of content available at everyone's fingertips, to the "cultural producer" of Trebor Scholz (2006) who "sets up contexts for artists to provide contexts." the larger context in which the technology they explore with their projects exist, such as Art Micro 244
Patronage and #exstrange. This periodicisation, therefore, highlights how the web developments 245 have offered curators different technical and socio-cultural grounds to explore the practice of 246 exhibition-making; grounds that have opened up new ways of seeing the exhibition as a system of 247 production, display, distribution and critique. 248
The Internet: experiments with the network as a preamble to the world wide web 249
The experiment with the network that preceded the public availability of the web were 250 predominantly artistic endeavours that explored the internet as a new medium of communication. 251
After DARPA (Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency) developed ARPANET (1969) , which 252 enabled remote communication through computer networking, artists and art collectives, most 253 often in collaboration with critics, theorists and technologists, initiated projects that explored the 254 new artistic opportunities arising from operating in the networked environment. Yet, the 255 technology asked for specialised skills and hardware (performing tasks required user-typed 256 command lines on screens that were not mediated by visual interfaces). Therefore artists gave life to 257 online environments that operated as service platforms. Their emphasis was not only on exploring 258
the technology, but also on discussing internet culture and "sharing server space to host and 259 disseminate work" independently from existing infrastructures (Cook and Ghidini 2015). The art 260 world, in fact, was not yet interested in supporting and displaying internet-based art. 12 This gave 261 life to a community-oriented understanding of the internet, seen as an opportunity to groups of 262
interest outside the hierarchy of roles and spaces of the system of galleries and museums. 263
One of the first examples of this understanding of the internet in relation to the creation of 264 technical platforms was ARTEX (Artists' Electronic Exchange System). Created by I.P. Sharp 265
Associates (an organisation initiated by Robert Adrian, Bill Bartlett and Gottfried Bach in Vienna, 266
Austria) in 1980, the project was defined as an "intercontinental, interactive, electronic art-exchange 267 program designed for artists and anybody else interested in alternative possibilities of using new 268
technologies." ARTEX enabled the creation of international artistic networks, and most importantly 269 of artistic projects based on the idea of online exchanges that existed 'through' the technology 270 adopted. A case in point is La plissure du texte (1983) by Roy Ascott, which explored the possibility 271 of telematic art and non-hierarchical authorship in a manner that is prescient of the late 2000's 272 communication patterns of social media platforms. The project, which was conceived for the Electra 273 exhibition curated by Frank Popper at the Musée d'art moderne de la Ville de Paris, was defined by 274 his author as a "planetary fairytale." Over the course of three weeks, Ascott's initial input ("Once 275 upon a time...") developed into a narrative through the contribution of participants who, by being 276 present in one of the fourteen nodes that were set up across the world (from France, the UK and 277
The Netherlands, to Australia, Hawai and the USA), added to the story by following a set of 278
instructions. This generated a collaborative "asynchronous storytelling project" that developed 279 online and existed in that environment made of servers, computers and people. This process-based 280 project, whose only traces in the gallery were print-outs of the exchanges, offered an understanding 281 of art on the internet as an art form that was inherently different from the defined, authored, and 282 unique object presented in gallery spaces 13 -displaying it for an audience was unnecessary for its 283 creation. 284 285 12 With regards to art institutions' neglect of networked art, Stallabrass (2003) quoted artist Robert Adrian to explain some of the reasons of the disconnect between artists working with the internet network and the institutionalised art world: "The older traditions of art production, promotion and marketing did not apply," in that these projects did not have a specific product-based outcome and were often collaborative in nature, "and artists, art historians, curators and the art establishment, trained to operate with these traditions, found it very difficult to recognise these projects as being art." 13 Maria Miranda (2009) used the notion of "unsitely" to discuss artworks and practices that make use of the internet as "a site of production and reception" and have an "audience spread across the globe in a 'local' context of reception." Because of this, according to the author, they "disrupt our common notions of place and being in one place at one time;" hence they require a different type of art historical categorisation. 
288
ARTEX and the later USA-based initiatives such as the Art Com Electronic Network (1986) and 289
artnetweb.com (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) are significant for the fact that they introduced the idea of the art platform 290 as an open online environment that functioned as a node for the production of artworks outside the 291 institutional art world. 292
Another example of a community-understanding of the technology was Cybercafe (1994) by 293
artist Heath Bunting, a BBS-enabled service for artists, critics, hackers and technologists. The focus 294 of the project was to facilitate the development of a community of interest through sharing ideas 295 and artistic material by the Cybercafe members, amongst whom were Rachel Baker, Minerva 296
Cuevas, Marc Garrett-who later on continued to work in the context of internet and digital 297 culture. The focus was on a type of communication that was immediate 14 , open to all members and 298 on establishing ties between individuals-be them in person or virtual-in a manner that was 299 "distributed away from a centre" (Chandler and Neumark 2005) and whose core was not the 300 production of art to be showcased in a gallery space. 301
In this scenario, the curator as a mediator of the relationship between an artwork, a context, 302
and an audience was perceived as secondary. These platforms, in fact, were born from a desire to 303 move away from the 'fixity' of art spaces and institutions-both in terms of displaying and 304 archiving, and experimenting with more fluid modes of communication. The encounters they 305 sought were not with an audience, but amongst members. With the web and its increasingly visual 306 environment, the idea of the platform developed further and started to encompass the exhibition, as 307 a way of creating curated interfaces between artworks, the online context and viewers. 308
The nineties counterculture: experiments with the web browser 309
With the introduction of the web browser (Mosaic Netscape in 1993) explored the properties of the web and its language (HTML protocols and hypertext), as well as the 317 relationship between user and interface 16 It was them that web started to be understood as a new 318 medium of artistic production and, most importantly for this study, as a creative space where to 319 display art that was native to it and resided 'comfortably' in it for viewing. The work of these artists 320 slowly drove curators, who at this time were often attached to institutions or collaborated with 321 software companies, to foster the discussion, production and display of web-based art, and to 322 investigate the website as an exhibition space in its own right. Hence, networked platforms that 323 operated as services developed into art platforms that embraced the concept of web-based 324 exhibition, and its specificity to the web interface and hyperlinked environment. 325 An innovative curatorial model of that time was äda'web (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) Holzer allowed Please Change Beliefs to develop through the audience's interaction and to exist site-359 specifically in and for the ever-changing context of the network environment. äda'web is not only an 360 example of an exhibition space online for site-specific commissions, but also of a multifunctional 361 platform whose activities (from an online forum to an e-store) were presented through exploiting 362 the network and aesthetic possibilities of the web interface. For instance, the content navigation of 363 äda'web stressed the fact that the website existed as part of a network of different contexts, which 364
were textual, interactive and visual at once. The website offered the viewer a labyrinthine way of 365 navigating its multimedia content, which was created via using multiple hyperlinks and menu bars 366 that sent the viewer across different sections of the website. Moreover, while facilitating 367 multidisciplinary collaborations, such as those between artists and web programmers, äda'web also 368 explored the relationship between the web space and the offline space in a manner that saw them, 369
curatorially, as complementary spaces that could build onto each other. The section influx of the 370 website, in fact, was the home of artist's projects that existed both online and offline. It housed the 371 documentation of the first phases of Antoni Muntadas' The Internet Project (1997), a development of 372 his ongoing artwork On Translation, which grew and continued to grow through installations in 373 gallery spaces. Influx also presented Stir-Fry (1997) by curator Barbara London, which was a video-374
based "travel-log" of the curatorial research she conducted in China. In this sense the innovation 375 operated by äda'web in the online environment is two-fold. While nurturing experimentations with 376 the web medium, both in terms of artistic production and curatorial framing, the project supported 377
an understanding of displaying art on a website not as a task disconnected from those occurring in 378 the spaces of the gallery and the museum but as complementary because of the possibilities offered 379 by their differing characteristics 17 . Differently from the projects of the following years-as it will 380 emerge in the next section-äda'web saw the curated exhibition on the web almost as a 381
Gesamtkunstwerk, in that the exhibition was the website itself, whose meaning was created by the 382 patterns of navigation and the viewer's interactions that were determined by the built interface. 383
384
The äda'web example acquires more significance when contextualised in the scenario in which 385 digital art, and specifically web-based art, existed the late 1990s. Despite an increase in the number 386 of institutions interested in supporting this art form, those years were the time of "power struggles" 387 (Bosma 2007) because of the predominant hierarchical understanding of online and offline spaces. 388
Since working with web technology still required technological expertise, few were the 389 organisations and curators who explored how the web could be used as a curatorial tool and an 390 exhibition space in its own right to support site-specific artistic production. Some of them were 391
Gallery 9 (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) , conceived by Steve Dietz for the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis (USA) and 392
Dia Art Foundation in New York. The latter, under the helm of director Michael Govan, launched 393
the Web Projects in 1995, a series of web commissions curated by Lynne Cooke and Sarah Tucker. 394
The idea was to provide artists with the opportunity to work with a new medium, and audiences 395
with a "direct and unmediated experiences with artworks" (Tucker 2008). Differently from äda'web, 396
the Dia website displayed each web commission in a dedicated space that was accessed via a simple 397 index, and not as part of a complex hyperlinked environment that emphasised the architecture of 398 the website. The fact that artworks were only accompanied by an introductory text, a biography of 399 the artist and a concept description highlights how the DIA Web Projects series was based on an 400
understanding of the website as an exhibition space where the curator regained the role of the 401 mediator. Cook and Tucker, beyond taking care of the commissions' process, mediated the art 402 experience of the viewer. They created a conceptual framework for contextualising each artwork 403 and the artist's practice, rather than just mediating the viewer's experience with the interface. 404
Despite these efforts, which also included the first web-based commission by the Guggenheim 405 in 1998 (the year-long performance Brandon by artist Shu Lea Chang), the reticence to consider the 406 web as an art space independent from the relationship with the gallery and as a context were the 407 curator had a role in producing and archiving art was sill widespread. An example of this is 408 Documenta X (1997) curated by Catherine David in Kassel (Germany). The curator, in fact, 409
commissioned Simon Lamunière to organise a net.art exhibition both on a purposefully built 410 website and offline. The reason why this example is significant is two-fold. Not only the curators 411 gave more prominence to the offline exhibition (The Hybrid Workspace), which was an office-like 412 display where the artworks were "presented as standalone objects" (Bosma 2011, p.152) in en 413 environment that little had to say about the art, but also they decided to take the website down at 414 the end of the quinquiennial event. This demonstrates how both David and Lamunière failed at 415 understanding the characteristics of net.art, that is its liveness, interactivity and temporality, and 416 the fact that it is an art form specific to the online environment, which is its 'natural' display 417
context. The fact that noone, apart one of the participating artists 18 , thought about preserving the 418 project through archiving it is also indicative of the unpreparedness of institutions and curators in 419 enacting their roles of mediators on and for the web. 420
In this scenario, it was mostly artists who generated "media awareness" of their art and 421 practices, and created spaces for showcasing and archiving their web-based art. An example is that 422
of Olia Lialina who launched Art.Teleportacia (1999-) as a personal website that also offered a 423 parody of the mainstream artworld. Acting as a company, in fact, Art.Teleportacia offered "on-424 demand net.art works over the Internet" (the mid 1990s was the time of the first online 425 marketplaces, such as Amazon, eBay and Craigslist), including services like certifications and 426 critical essays to authenticate and corroborate the marketable value of the artist's own artworks. In 427 a similar ethos, artist Kiran Subbaiah adopted the free web-hosting service Geocities (1995) to create 428 a personal website. Yet, since he worked from a geographical context where digital and new media 429
18 It was rtist Vuk Ćosić who, critical of the curator's approach to the project, copied the original website and put it online on a different server with the title of Documenta Done. art had little exposure and a few members, 19 the artist used the service as a way to experiment with 430 his artistic ideas and communicate with an international audience and learn from peers. (Maithani, 431 1999) Subbaiah's website is also an example of appropriating existing services to showcase and 432 433 434 In the first decade of the 2000s software companies began to invest in providing services that 439 rapidly turned the internet into a software development platform. They created increasingly 440 lightweight and user-friendly interfaces that covered services from publishing, such as Wordpress 441
and Blogger (2003), to broadcasting, such as YouTube (2005), to social media, such as MySpace 442 (2003) and Facebook (2004) . These service platforms not only facilitated users' content production 443
and circulation, but also allowed them to do so without intermediaries, specific expertise, and for 444 free. This, according to Tim O'Reilly, created a major change in the way the web was understood 445 and used (Hendon 2015); a change that also had a significant impact on artistic and curatorial 446 production on the web. In fact, this 'new' web of platforms provided "an already scripted space for 447 users to play around with and have a good time," as Olia Lialina put it (Campanelli 2010). Many, 448
and not only just artists, hackers and curators, turned into independent producers and publishers 449 with a click. Tthey became the "prosumers" of Curt Cloninger (2009) who produce while 450 consuming online and create conceptual and technical frameworks of knowledge while 451 appropriating low and high cultural material available on the internet. Such technological scenario 452 triggered renewed approaches to curating on the web, especially in relation to appropriating ready-453
to-use platforms, responding to existing publishing services, and addressing the widespread belief 454 19 Media and digital art started to be discussed in India, where Subbaiah was based, in the early 2000s, predominantly through the work of SARAI, The Academy Of Electronic Arts, and Apeejay Media Gallery in New Delhi. The scarcity of initiatives across the country made, therefore, the sharing of ideas and collaboration difficult to happen in person from the place where artists were located. that the Web 2.0 turned anyone into a curator-putting the curatorial profession in the online 455 environment (but also in the cultural context at large) into question. 456
Before diving into the exhibition models emerging from these technological developments in 457 the sections below, it might be useful to look at a project, Runme, that this study sees as the bridge 458 between the nineties counterculture and the Web 2.0. This is a bridging between curating spaces for 459
showcasing web-based site-specifically and where the web is seen as a technical context made of 460 interfaces and hyperlinks; to experimenting curatorially with already existing services by creating 461 platforms for art that is context responsive and where the web is understood as a part of a context 462 larger than its technology. Runme, initiated by Amy Alexander, Olga Goriunova, Alex McLean and 463
Alexei Shulgin in 2003, operated as display platform and database for software art that was 464 submitted by artists to be included for display on the project website. Similarly to earlier curatorial 465 projects, Runme nurtured the production of an art form that was overlooked by the institutionalised 466
art system because it did not 'fit' the gallery display and museum categories. Yet, it incorporated an 467 additional function; it was a repository for digital art that was based on an alternative mode of 468 categorising to that of contemporary art world for which the curator assumed the role of an 469
archivist. The submitted artworks, in fact, were archived not only according to software categories 470 (from "artificial intelligence" to "code art") and subcategories 471 472 
474
(from "code poetry" to "minimal code"), but also through a cloud of tags that could be modified by 475
users and viewers and therefore incorporated popular keywords (from "symbiosis" and "feminist" 476
to "folk"). This collaborative mode of historicising digital art used folksonomies and borrowed 477 from the mechanisms of publishing platforms like the blog. Yet, the curators used such mechanisms 478
as tools for critiquing the limits imposed by the conceptual frameworks of the contemporary art 479 discourses. In this, Runme provided an exhibition model whose characteristics, like the idea of a 480 display growing over time through artistic interventions and an open archive based on collective 481 categorisation, gave life to "an art platform in the making." (Goriunova 2012) For the first time, a 482 web-based exhibition not only responded to the specificities of the medium through commissioning 483 artworks for its environment, but it reflected on the context of production enabled by web 484 technology-and the way web-enabled publishing impacted on the production of knowledge. 485
While new models of curating web-based exhibitions were emerging, those years saw a 486 decrease in the number of institutional initiatives nurturing web-based production (Gallery 9 closed 487 in 2003), and only a few institutions used the web as a space for curatorial experimentation. 488
Amongst them there were the Korea Web Art Festival (2001) the spread of its ready-to-use services, created a fertile ground for independent curatorial 495 endeavours in the online environment. Such endeavours also started to encompass geographical 496 areas outside the Western art capitals; opening up the field of curating on the web to a reflection on 497 the limitations inherent to understanding this technology as universal rather than shaped by digital 498
(and socio-cultural) local contexts. In India, for example, The IDEA (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) by Shankar Barua 499 presented a series of seven HTML-based CD-rom that, using the format of the online magazine, 500 distributed and archived digital artworks simultaneously displayed on a dedicated website. 21 The 501
later Open Zone (2011) by Sarai in New Delhi, instead, focused on nurturing a community of 502 interest. A platform for browsing web-based artworks and "sharing of ideas, knowledge and 503
creativity" (AAVV 2001) was, in fact, paired with a programme of events, face-to-face meetings, and 504 public space projects; projects that often explored digital technology and culture in connection to 505 the city's ecology. 506
The work of independent curators that will be discussed below shows how, with the 507 commecialisation of the web, the web-based exhibition becomes a system of production and display 508 of digital art that incorporates a multitude of functions, which often originates from appropriating 509 (and disrupting) the communication patters, formats of publishing and modes of distribution 510 enabled by web technology of the mid 2000s. 511 3.3.1. Curating through publishing platforms: from the blog to visual displays 512
In the early 2000s, the number of personal blogs, with their diary-style communication, tags to 513 index content and feeds to track users' frequent updates, started to grow widely. This consolidated 514 a specific format for publishing content online, the post. With the introduction of tools like 515 comments in the mid 2000s, the blog also started to acquire a social function. The comment, in fact, 516 helped to establish relationships amongst bloggers, and between bloggers and readers; and because 517 of this artists and curators started to soon adopt it for their projects. Those years were marked by 518
investigations into the production of digital art in the online environment that were based on 519 adopting or mimicking the mechanisms of publishing platforms. The projects analysed below 520
proposed a model of curating on the web that appropriated commonplace uses of web tools. They 521 used reposting and tagging as curatorial mechanisms to give life to art platforms based on 522 collective endeavours, and where the boundaries between the role of artist, curator, archivist and 523 user blurred together. 524
One of the first adoptions of the blog as a medium for artistic production and nurturing a 525 community of artists happened with the Surf Clubs-from Nasty Nets (2006) to Loshadka (2009-526 20 Beside providing a fee to the invited artists, the curators included a Net Art Contest open to Korean artists, to further nurture net.art production and discourses in South Korea. However, despite a cash prize, there were-to the surprise of the curators-very few entries and of little quality. (Young-Hae Chang Heavy Industry 2019) 21 The spread of internet access on a geographic and demographic mass scale in India, in fact, happened with the mobile networks and smartphone devices (early 2010s); which explains the reasons for Barua to adopt the CD-rom format. 2014). 22 Characterised by an exploration of internet-generated cultural material (the GIFs and .swfs 527 files), its existence in the online environment, and its display in spaces that would legitimise its 528 value (the gallery), these projects proposed an approach to curating that was collective, informal 529 and discursive. They used the format of the post and the repost to generate a chain of production 530 and a mode of work online that led to the definition of Post Internet art and practices. 23 If Club 531
Internet (2008) (2009) the work of artist collectives, they also acted as curators and critics and it was with them that 536 criticism of the hierarchical understanding of online and offline spaces by institutions became 537 mainstream. In fact they also operated by presenting the work they produced online in gallery 538 spaces, such as the exhibition DUMP.FM IRL (2010) curated by Lindsay Howard at 319 Scholes 539 (New York) and Surfing Club (2010) by Raffael Dörig at plug.in in Berlin. They way they moved 540 between online and offline environments was much more fluid than the experimentations of the 541 1990s, in fact they increasingly saw them as two spheres conceptually and practically connected, 542
and as a way to experiment with making art that "mutated to the conventions of the art world." 543 (McHugh 2011) In this sense, these projects became platforms for the production and distribution of 544 artworks created by a community of interest who used the informal patterns of communication of 545 the online environment as a way the boundaries between low and high culture. 546
Reposting and tagging became curatorial mechanisms adopted by several other artist 547 collectives who acted as curators. VVORK (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) , founded by Aleksandra Domanovic´, 548
Christoph Priglinger, Georg Schnitzer and Oliver Laric, used the blog as a site for exploring artistic 549 ideas 24 and processes of legitimisation of art. Not focused on commission but on the creation of 550 associative visual clusters of found images on the internet (mostly documentation of artworks), 551
VVORK was an example of using web functions to challenge the categories conventionally used to 552 classify art-tags ranged from "abstract" and "black and white," to "furniture" and "plant. was not on translating artworks for the offline environment but on expanding their curatorial 565 interests outside the platforms. For instance, Variety Evening at the New Museum in New York was 566 an event that explored the possibility of "describing plastic forms" through performances" and 567 whose aim was to "to render a certain form of protagonist presence to the body of the curator." What is also significant about these projects is that they proposed a different interpretation of what 576 constitutes digital art, putting forward that its specificity was not just medium-related but "context-577 dependent," (Paul 2006) and whose documentation was often "more widely dispersed that the 578 object itself." (McHugh 2011) 579 580 3.3.2. Curating through social platforms: from entertainment services to social media 581
In the mid 2000s, the easy-to-use interfaces of the Web 2.0 started to offer free access to vast 582 databases of user-produced cultural content-from pop-culture videos to personal documentaries, 583
film excerpts and tutorials, as in the instance of YouTube. The vaster the amount of content 584 available, the more limited was the way to interact with interfaces. In fact, they were increasingly 585 embedded in closed systems where content could not be directly referenced across platforms, such 586
as Facebook and Twitter-the 21 st century 'walled gardens' based on the social buttons such as the 587 like. 588
Soon curators began to adopt these services to explore the limitations inherent to interacting 589 with their interfaces. They devised new exhibition formats and curatorial strategies that originated 590 from appropriating their publishing mechanisms to produce, display and frame digital art. The 591
project CuratingYouTube (2007-) by historian and curator Robert Sakrowski, for example, applied 592 the logic of the broadcasting platform YouTube to curatorial work. By creating a free and public 593 tool for curation in collaboration with artist Jonas Lund-the Gridr, CuratingYouTube became a 594 platform for anyone to create video assemblages of material sourced on YouTube-the HTML 595 soundbank-and display them as audio-visual mixes on the project website and in galleries. 596
CuratingYouTube radicalised some of the YouTube features by making them part of the curatorial 597 process of selection and production (the related videos and the share and embed features, for 598 example) and using them to determine the formal and aesthetic qualities of the exhibition. By 599
dictating "the choices of material and then the conditions in which one plays" and curate the 600 exhibitions (Sakrowski 2013), the project raised questions about the role of the curator in the age of 601 algorithmic services and their user's tailored archives. It also provided a critique of cultural 602 production in the age of ready-to-use broadcasting platforms that turned anyone with an internet 603 connection and a smartphone into a cultural producer. 
607
Other exhibition projects explored curatorial production on social media platforms by relying 608
heavily on their infrastructure and architecture, such as, on Facebook, #0000FF (2012-2014) by 609
Georges Jacotey and Gallery Online (2012-2018) by Ronen Shai and Thomas Cheneseau. The latter 610
was conceived to offer digital artists a platform to display and organise their work "as they 611
wished," so that the project curators acted as platform providers more than mediators that created a 612 conceptual framework for work of the artists they commissioned. 613 614 615 The project stressed the possibility of artist to generate exhibitions of their work "as live 636
performances" and interacting with an audience in real time (Shai and Cheneseau 2012). An 637 example is the exhibition Joyfully mutating curiosity (2017) by William Wolfgang Wunderbar, whose 638 name is a nickname that was chosen by the anonymous artist(s) to reference the World Wide Web. 639
The works that Wunderbar presented during the 6-week exhibition included screenshots, glitch art 640 and GIF in the form of Facebook-responsive images and posts. Such material was posted both on 641
the Gallery Online main page and across Facebook groups and pages, such as Willigang Wolfban 642
Wunderspam, other groups that incorporated the word Wunderspam in their name, and Perfect Users, 643 of which Wunderbar was a member. The latter group stood for an artist collective whose focus was 644 not only on challenging the "pre-fabricated" (Wunderbar 2017) status of the image on social media 645 platforms, but also on exploring how it was categorised and existed in the online realm. This 646 movement of material across online platforms shows the fluid relationship that artists started to 647 have with sites of display online, which they appropriate to mimick the patterns of online 648 communication and sharing of content in popular culture. By inserting themselves into the 649 environment of their adopted platform, these exhibitions proposed a model of curating on the web 650 that, while conforming to the logic of the appropriated service, twisted its mechanisms. They 651 emphasised the semi-automated nature of curatorial work, the seriality of the production and 652 communication patterns of social spaces on the web, 25 and the disruption of the viewers' browsing 653 routines-where private and public, work and leisure, consumption and production increasingly 654 merged. Most importantly, these projects began to question the way the production of culture at 655 large was shaped by the modes of communication enabled by web services; shifting the focus from 656 the web platform as a space of production and distribution of digital art, to a space that fosters a 657 critique of the very-same technology it adopts, and the socio-cultural habits this generates. 658 3.3.3. Curating through bespoke platforms: from the themed group exhibitions to online-offline 659 displays 660
The easy-to-use publishing tools and platforms of the Web 2.0 did not weakened curators' 661 fascination with creating bespoke websites to showcase and commission web-based art, and more 662 specifically with exploring the nature of the thematic group exhibition online, and the context it 663
inhabits. 26 664
The project or-bits.com (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) , curated by Marialaura Ghidini, originated from the 665 curator's desire to build a platform that would differ from the index-based displays showcasing 666 documentation of existing artworks rather than art specifically produced for the web browser. Each 667 exhibition presented on or-bits.com looked at the way digital technology impacted the life of its 668 users, and presented artworks that, although existing on dedicated pages, were connected to a 669 centre through both the curatorial concept and interface design. While the initial focus of the project 670 was on the web page (artists not necessarily working with digital tools were commissioned to create 671 artworks responding to the web environment) and the interface (the viewer's browsing patters), 672 soon the project started to explore the connection between online and offline interfaces, and how 673 artworks would translate when transitioning from one space to another. Gallery exhibitions such as 674
On Accordance (2011), the week-long radio broadcast 128kbps objects (2011) and the publication series 675
On the Upgrade (2011) (2012) (2013) , explored such connections by putting in conversation the embodied 676 space of the gallery and a website, the immaterial nature of digital art and object-based art, as well 677
as publishing in print and online. This expansion of the programme-the Offsite projects, led the 678 platform to present exhibitions that did not end with viewing them on a computer screen, but 679 continued when they inhabited different spaces that were curatorially put in conversation with each 680 other. In this, or-bits.com functioned as an art platform that encompassed different curatorial 681 activities, from the commission and display of web-based art and developing public programmes, 682
to running a blog dedicated to art writing and publishing online and offline. 27 These activities 683
responded to the existence of ready-to-use publishing services by, conversely, putting an emphasis 684 on site-specific curation. In this instance the tasks of curatorial selection and contextualisation were 685 emphasised and not 'compromised' by the negotiation with given interfaces and algorithms; they 686
were specific to the functions enabled by the bespoke website and its relationship with offline 687
interfaces. 688 
691
Other curators experimented with the format of the web-based exhibition by putting an 692 emphasis on site-specificity and commissioning artworks that would respond to the logic of their 693 own curatorial platform. Some examples are Why + Wherefore (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) according to the curator, to emphasise "different embodiments" of web-based art. (Storz 2015) By devising their own interfaces, these projects proposed a model of curating on the web that, for 716 their intent to provide a platform to artists (and curators) to explore the medium's possibilities, 717
continued the legacy of previous endeavours like äda'web. Differently, however, they enacted a type 718 of curatorial approach that put specific focus on the contextualisation of web-based art, browsing 719 behaviours, and the creation of curatorial narratives online-in a way, responding to the 'demise' of 720 the curatorial profession in the online environment of the Web 2.0. 721 722 723
Today's web: experiments with the commercial network of networks 724
From the mid 2010s onwards, further developments in the "platformization of the internet" 725 (Helmond 2015) have started to greatly alter the way people interact with the web. With the mass-726 production of ever-faster and cheaper smartphones and mobile networks, the platform economy 727 with its service apps has begun to replace the web browser with mobile interfaces. This has led to a 728 new generation of users to whom the internet is that which can be accessed through command-729 buttons and swipes from within systems that are more compartmental than those of the Web 2.0. 730
While this scenario is discussed (by the digital industry) as a process of decentralisation that 731 enables more democratic systems of production, exchange and access, it is instead an environment 732
where distribution of content happens predominantly within centralised systems, which are 733 disguised-on the surface-as platforms accessible to 'everyone.' 734
In the wake of this development, it is the commercial art world rather that the institutional 735 system of museums and art organisations that has started to use web technology to create new 736 formats for distributing art. However, many of such endeavours are commercial initiatives that, 737
although presented as alternative to the canons (and the market) of art institutions, reinstate age-738 old system of gatekeeping (Catlow and Garrett 2018 In this sense, the platform generated distributed systems of artistic production that, through the 767 exhibition, operated a critique of both the role of the digital artist in the market and the increasingly 768 commercialisation of digital art. A later project, #exstrange (2017), curated by Marialaura Ghidini 769
and Rebekah Modrak, used eBay as a site of production, display and distribution of artworks to 770 explore the type of artistic and cultural exchanges that could occur on an online marketplace. 771 772 Figure 13 . #exstrange -Archive, 2017. Screenshot of archive page (partial).
773
Artists and designers working in various mediums-from digital art, to sculpture, to 774 performance-were invited to participate and create an artwork specifically for eBay; an artwork-775
as-auction that used the eBay listing as its constituting material-descriptive text, images, pricing, 776 and categories. The artworks were presented as 7-day auctions each across the various national 777 eBay websites, and could be found amongst the multiple eBay sales categories though the use of the 778 hashtag #exstrange in their title. During the course of the 4-month long exhibition, #exstrange gave 779 life to a collective strategy of production, exchange and communication online where the curatorial 780 narrative developed through the interventions of artists, viewers, collectors, researchers, as well as 781 the guest-curators invited to devise their own exhibitions within the framework of the project. By 782 following a set of instructions anyone could participate in the show or post auctions independently, 783
and several group actions and collaborations formed around specific locations across the world. In 784 this, #exstrange not only highlighted the mechanisms of online commerce, but also explored the 785 relationship between artistic, cultural and monetary value and the way it is assigned in relation to 786 the built interfaces of commercial services. 787
If "today's network of networks" (Micah, 2016) sees a blatant commercialisation of the 788 medium's distributive functions, renewed curatorial approaches to web technology and its services 789 are also emerging; approaches that more directly embrace the socio-cultural and economic 790 specificity of the context created by the platforms adopted by curators for their projects, and the 791 larger ecosystem they inhabit. This marks a shift in the practice of curating in the online 792 environment that started from the 2010s; that is, a movement towards understanding the web-793 based exhibition as a system of production and display where the curator, as a mediator, supports 794
uses of the technology that often differ from the type of interaction, distribution and behavioural 795 patterns intended by the software industry. 796
Conclusion: an assessment of the relevance of this historical trajectory 797
The genealogy of curating on the web proposed by this study shows the close correlation that 798 this field of work has with the history of its own technology, and the increasing commercialisation 799 of its services. On the one side, curatorial work of commission, display and contextualisation has 800 developed according to the technical tools at the curator's disposal; on the other side, the 801 massification of web technology has allowed curators to devise exhibitions with extended 802
functions. Because curatorial work on the web has changed in parallel to the curators' own 803 understanding of the web as a curatorial tool (and not just in response to the (digital) art they 804 display), the exhibition has started to operate not only as a platform through which to produce and 805 disseminate art, but also as a distributed system that encompasses multiple functions-from 806 nurturing discourses about web-based art and activities across online and offline spaces, to 807 fostering a critique of the very-same technology adopted and its ecosystem. 808
After the 1990s forms of collaborative production, open access and peer-to-peer sharing 809 spearheaded by net.art artists with projects like ARTEX and Cybercafe-when the code and 810 computer were seen as tools that enabled bypassing any third-party mediation (including that of 811 the curator), curators began to operate as platform providers for the production, display and 812 distribution of web-based art. With an understanding of the web as an alternative space of 813 production for art which did not have a house in the gallery and museum, those curators started to 814 act as nodes of distribution, supporting exchanges as well as criticism of the institutional art world's 815 neglect of net.art and web-based artworks as art in their own right-as in the instance of äda'web 816 and the later Runme. With the Web 2.0 and the rise of platforms for self-publishing, the web became 817 both a tool for experimenting with curatorial tasks of selection, categorisation, display and 818 contextualisation, as well as a space through which artists and curators developed discourses about 819 artistic production online. Curators-and artists collectives acting as curators-increasingly started 820 to mediate art produced on and through the web by contextualising it in relation to the properties 821 of the web medium and in response to popular uses of web tools, so that the art responded to the 822 context of its production-as in the instances of Surf Clubs, VVORK and or-bits.com. At that point in 823 time, curators also began to display the art created on their platforms across different spaces to 824 explore the relationship between the online and offline spheres-whose conceptual separation 825 became increasingly blurred. Because of this, the exhibition became distributed as part of a system 826 generated by the curated platform, and started to have a more direct impact on the role that digital 827 art and practices had in the mainstream art world by infiltrating its spaces and breaking its fixed 828 gallery configurations. The more web technology has become commercialised and embedded in the 829 process of platformization led by the software industry, the more curators have started to conceive 830 projects that, not only nurture new forms of artistic production and formats of display, but also 831 respond to the mass media of their time-the web-and its impact on the creation and sharing of 832 culture, communication and distribution-as in the instances of CuratingYouTube and #exstrange. 833
The exhibition formats discussed in this study show how curating on the web has encouraged, 834 directly or indirectly, discourses about digital art, which in many instances developed through the 835 creation of platforms and showcasing art on them. Such discourses have had an impact on the way 836 in which selection, categorisation, and collection are understood in art historical and curatorial 837 contexts; raising questions about (and solutions for) displaying digital art online and in the gallery, 838
contextualising digital artistic practices beyond fixed categorisation, and archiving 'mutable' 839 artworks through web platforms and offline archival formats. These projects have also paved the 840 way for the creation of independent art spaces that do not follow the logic of the art market and its 841 hierarchical organisation, showing a different facet of curatorial work. Curating on the web, in fact, 842 is a practice that along with its object of research (web-based art) is context-sensitive and responds 843
to the web not just as a medium but as an ecosystem that is socio-cultural, political and economic. 844
Much of the curatorial work that has been conducted from the early 2000s to the inception of 845 today's semantic web has opened up discourses that go beyond contemporary art criticism to 846 embrace a reflection on the role that digital platforms and services have had on the creation of 847 culture and its access. This has given form to discursive exhibition systems that integrate artistic 848 and curatorial production with an enquiry into media studies and digital culture. Many of these 849 project propose a "method of action" (Sakrowski 2013) that derives from the employment of ready-850
to-use services and platforms, as well as their logic. Through this curators have developed 851 strategies for reflecting on the mass production, consumption and communication facilitated by the 852 commercialisation of the web. 853
In order to avoid discussing this field of work in a vacuum, I would like to close this study by 854
arguing that these uses of the exhibition as an expanded site with multiple functions bear 855 resemblance to the radical art practices of the 1960s generation, such as the work of artist Roy 856
Johnson with Mail Art and the New York Correspondance School, and of curators Lucy Lippard 857
and Seth Sieglaub with Conceptual Art. These were practices, in fact, that "turned communication 858 media into their art media" (Chandler and Neumark, 2005) to move away from medium-and site-859 specific discourses pertaining the gallery and museum exhibition. Alexander Alberro (2013), for 860 example, described the work of Lippard and Sieglaub as responding to "novel modes of 861 communication and distribution of information, new types of consumption, an ever-more-rapid 862 rhythm of fashion and style changes, and the proliferation of advertising to an unprecedented 863 degree." This definition resonates with the way the curators of the exhibition projects discussed 864
above have responded to emergence of the web as a mass medium. Their work, similarly to those of 865
Sieglaub with The Xerox Book (1968) and Lippard with the Numbers Shows (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) , created new 866 contexts for presenting and engaging with art whose nature did not meaningfully fit the context of 867 the gallery. This further trajectory of study is one that sees the curator as an enabler of platforms for 868 artistic production, collaboration, and exchange that supersede the one proposed by the museum. 869
As alternatives to a mode that is "determined by oligarchic hegemony issuing forth from centres of 870 capitalist, academic, and political power" (Lichty 2002) where the museum functions as 871 "'materialist cathedral'" with a "'top-down' approach to culture," the curatorial mode of work 872 arising from this study is one that is decentralised and, in this, embraces a critique of the larger 873 context of cultural production. 874
There are still many challenges to overcome in order to outline a comprehensive historical 875 trajectory of curating on the web. If one of the problems is the sustainability of these projects, which 876 are often independent endeavours; another challenge is posed by the lack of ad-hoc archival 877 projects dedicated to web-based exhibitions-necessary to trigger further interest and research. 878
Lastly, the blatant commercialisation of the web asks for developing renewed models of curatorial 879 experimentation responding to today's network of networks, in a manner that is critical of, rather 880 than complacent about, the technology adopted. 881
